Tanya’s top tip for energy saving is
to change your water heater setting and
reduce your use of hot water because it’s
one of the biggest energy guzzlers.

An introduction to saving energy
Use this checklist to find more energy savings around your home.
Then go to www.transport.wa.gov.au/livingsmart for information on energy solutions.
Living Areas: Space Heating & Cooling
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Turn heating and cooling off when you are out
Close off sections of the house that are not being heated or cooled
Set thermostats on air conditioners between 24 – 26°C
Set heating thermostats to 18 – 20°C
On hot summer days, close the windows and draw the curtains
On sunny winter days, pull back the curtains and let the warmth IN
Shade windows from the outside with awnings or shade cloth
Use reversible ceiling fans. They only cost one cent per hour to run!
Use the breeze to cool your home
Insulate your ceilings, walls and under timber floors
Use more layers of clothes or blankets instead of heating your
whole house
Regularly service heaters and air conditioners

Just Outside: Water Heating
Set instantaneous hot water system to 50°C and storage system to 60°C
Use a timer on electric boosted solar hot water systems to minimise
water being heated when you don’t need it
Turn the hot water system off when you go on holidays
Insulate the hot water system pipes that are coming in to your house
Switch to a solar hot water system, a heat pump or 5/6 star gas
Use a GOOD QUALITY pool blanket to reduce heat (and water) loss
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YOUR BATHROOM
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Have a short shower, instead of a bath (4 minutes or less)
Install a water restrictor or low-flow showerhead
Avoid using heat lamps and heated towel rails

YOUR LAUNDRY
Use the washing machine when the load is full
Use cold water settings rather than hot for most washes
Dry your washing on the clothesline rather than the electric dryer

YOUR KITCHEN
Use a fridge thermometer to set your fridge to between 3 – 4°C
Place the fridge out of direct sunlight and away from heat sources
Defrost frozen food in the refrigerator
Make sure the seal on the fridge is tight and kept clean
Upgrade your old fridge to an energy efficient model
Wait until the dishwasher has a full load before running it
Use energy saving dishwasher cycles
Use the microwave instead of a conventional oven
Switch off the 2nd fridge if you are not having a party

Around the Home: Your appliances and fittings
Remember to turn off standby power WHEN appliances ARE not in use
Replace incandescent light bulbs with compact fluorescent lamps
Fix leaks, especially in hot taps

MAKING A BIG INVESTMENT?
CHECK THIS OUT: Appliance energy rating scheme

When you buy an appliance check the size, features, price and running costs. Look for
the energy star rating on the product, or look it up at www.energyrating.gov.au.

During 2010/11, Living Smart will be offered to around 10,000 households in Perth’s eastern region as part of the Perth Solar City
program. For more information on this Australian Government initiative, please call 1300 993 268 or visit perthsolarcity.com.au.
The Living Smart Ambassadors are Tanya Ha (expert in environmental living and the author of Greeniology and Green Stuff
for Kids) and Josh Byrne (sustainability specialist, presenter on ABC TV’s Gardening Australia program and author of The
Green Gardener).The information in this brochure is provided in good faith. However the accuracy or appropriateness of the
information is not guaranteed. The Living Smart brand has been developed by The Meeting Place Community Centre, the City of
Fremantle, Murdoch University and Southern Metropolitan Regional Council to support a suite of programs developing capacity
in community sustainability.
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